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The Prior Revolution

Democratization 
of Information

Going Direct

Observation & 
Laws



Reality vs Dogma

Observe nature and discover the laws
In nature the laws are rooted in maths not dogma



Human Organizations



Foundation

The Conterburnium
Conterburnales = Mates



Band of Brothers

Raised from the same 
place

All signed up for 20 years
8 men to a tent

Centurions leader/
workers

20 - 40 year men



Magic Numbers

E=MC2 - Nature is strict about math
Log(N) = 0.093 + 3.389 log(CR) (1) (r2=0.764, t34=10.35, p<0.001)   

Robin Dunbar



The Social Math

Chris Allen

The Law

The Observed Practice



The Power!

The Machine World

The Human World



The Optimal Human

Touch and Conversation



Nature’s Trajectory
The purpose of life is to fulfill its natural design and progression.

If given the optimal initial conditions, 
every part of nature will grow
to its natural optimal design



What about Humans?
What is our ideal trajectory?

Doug Wilms UNB



Home not School

By 4 the children in the Professional 
Family group had heard an accumulation 
of 50 million words. 

The Welfare family children had heard 
only about 10 million. A 40 million word 
difference! 

By 4, the language pathway has almost 
closed and while a child that has heard 
only 10 million words can speak, it lives 
mainly in an instrumental world. Its ability 
to perceive the symbolic world, which is 
now the core of our society, is very small 
and the opportunity to add back 40 
million words is not possible. 

Many 4 year olds from a high talk family 
have a wider vocab than the parents of 
the welfare child!

Hart & Risley



Family/Organizational 
Culture

“Authoritative” – Parents who establish a warm 
and nurturing relationship with their children but 

set firm limits for their behaviour

“Authoritarian” – Parents who are highly 
controlling, requiring their children to meet an 

absolute set of standards

“Permissive” – Parents who are overly nurturing 
and who provide few standards for behaviour and 

are extremely tolerant of misbehavior.

So What’s Your Organizational Culture?



Natural Leadership

The purpose of life is to fulfill its natural design and progression. 

A leader’s role is enable their organization to fulfill its potential



Nature’s ideal “Plan”



Nature’s ideal “Plan”



The Trajectory
Another Perspective



Nature’s Ideal “Plan”



Nature’s Optimal 
Relationship

Phi = 1.618033988749895... 

Fibonacci  Series 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, . . .



Nature’s Ideal “Plan”

The ideal track for the ideal trajectory
So what does this mean for Leaders - VC - Parents - You?



Trusted Space
Initial Conditions

If you get the initial conditions right
If you keep the culture healthy

Your organization, baby, marriage will “tend” to develop to its potential



Action Item

For Humans
It is the same as for all primates



Action

Valdis Krebs



The Energy Inside

We are not machines or things
As with atoms there is more energy inside us than

the mechanical energy of our bodies and minds



Power


